Samsung Gravity T, Gravity 3 and :)
Samsung Gravity T
The Samsung Gravity T is a messaging powerhouse
equipped with both a full QWERTY slide-out keyboard
and a touch screen, making it easy to keep in touch with
family and friends through messaging, social networking,
and personal or Exchange e-mail. Featuring fully
customizable home screens and task bar widgets, the Gravity T is 3G-enabled, delivering
faster data speeds while surfing the Web via the Google search toolbar or T-Mobile web2go.
Features:
The Samsung Gravity T features a full QWERTY slide-out keyboard and touch screen; support for SMS, MMS,
instant messaging (IM), and personal and Exchange e-mail; a preloaded social networking application — T-Mobile
Social Buzz; and a 2-megapixel camera with 12x digital zoom and video capture. The device also includes a music player, microSD
slot for up to 32 GB of removable memory, stereo Bluetooth connectivity, and A-GPS with TeleNav and Google Maps. The
Samsung Gravity T is a 3G (UMTS/HSDPA Bands I & IV), quad-band GSM world phone (850/900/1800/1900 MHz) and is
UMTS/HSDPA-capable (AWS Bands I and IV). The Samsung Gravity T is available for $74.99 (after a $75 mail-in-rebate) with a
two-year service agreement and qualifying data plan at T-Mobile retail stores, select dealers and online at http://www.tmobile.com.

Samsung Gravity 3
Available in a fun marine blue finish, the Samsung Gravity 3 is a 3G messaging device
with the popular design of an external T9 keyboard and a slide-out, full QWERTY
keyboard. The Gravity 3 features a dedicated physical messaging button with quick
access to all your messaging needs, including personal and Exchange e-mail, text and
picture messaging and the built-in social networking application — T-Mobile Social Buzz.
With preloaded games such as “Guitar Hero 5,” the Gravity 3
keeps you entertained while on the go.
Features:
The Samsung Gravity 3 features both a T9 and full slide-out QWERTY
keyboard; support for SMS, MMS, IM, and personal and Exchange e-mail; a
preloaded social networking application — T-Mobile Social Buzz; and a
dedicated external messaging button. The device also includes a 2-megapixel camera with 12x
digital zoom and video capture, music player microSD slot for up to 32 GB of removable memory,
stereo Bluetooth connectivity and A-GPS with TeleNav and Google Maps. The Samsung Gravity 3
is a 3G (UMTS/HSDPA Band IV), quad-band GSM world phone (850/900/1800/1900 MHz) and is
available for $49.99 (after a $50 mail-in-rebate ) with a two-year service agreement and qualifying
data plan at T-Mobile retail stores, select dealers and online at http://www.tmobile.com.

Samsung :)
The Samsung :) is an accessible, messaging phone perfect for the novice
texter. Featuring a unique rounded-edge design with a slide-up full
QWERTY keyboard, the Samsung :) fits comfortably in the palm of your
hand for easy text, picture and video messaging, IM and connecting with
friends and family over T-Mobile Social Buzz — a preloaded social
networking application.
Features:
The Samsung :) features a user-friendly, slide-up full QWERTY keyboard; support for SMS,
MMS, IM, and personal and Exchange e-mail; T-Mobile Social Buzz; a 1.3 megapixel camera
with 12x digital zoom and video capture; a music player; microSD card slot for up to 32GB of
removable memory; stereo Bluetooth connectivity; and A-GPS with TeleNav. The device is a quad-band GSM
world phone (850/900/1800/1900 MHz) and is available for $19.99 (after a $20 mail-in-rebate) with a two-year
service agreement and qualifying data plan at T-Mobile retail stores, select dealers and online at
http://www.tmobile.com.
* 3G coverage is available in locations nationwide but may not be available everywhere. For more details about where
T-Mobile network coverage is available, please visit http://www.t-mobile.com/coverage.

